
Meets The Builders Challenge 

R ecognizing the best energy performance, qual i ty, comfort, health and safety in the market. 

Take Control of Your Energy Future 

Look for the
EnergySmart Home
Scale (E-Scale) to

compare the energy
performance of

home models. T he
lower the number,
the more energy –
and energy dollars

— you’ll save.

C
hoosing a new home is all about making the right decisions for you and
your loved ones — selecting a neighborhood, a high-quality builder, and
the features you value. You compare, ask questions, and make informed

decisions about what matters most to you.

But what about energy? Today, more and more buyers value energy efficiency
in their new homes – as a way to control their energy bills, reduce carbon emis-
sions, and help preserve our natural environment. Yet, until now, there has
been no easy way to compare the energy performance of different homes.

That is where the EnergySmart Home Scale (E-Scale) comes in . Brought to you
by the U .S. Department of Energy, the E-Scale lets you compare the energy per-
formance of homes on the market, simply by comparing a number rating. And
like your car’s MPG , it is a number worth knowing – a number that can put you
in control of your energy future.

Make smart choices with the E-Scale
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Estimated annual energy usage: Estimated average 123 Main Street, Gainesville, FL  32601 
Electric (kWh) 7728 monthly energy bill: Rated by Home Performance, Inc. 
Natural gas (Therms) 237 $104 Rating conducted June 8, 2008 

Conditioned floor area (sq. ft.): 3,312 www.buildingamerica.gov/challenge 

Your Home! 
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Energy Efficiency and Quality – Hand-in-Hand
Thanks to the E-Scale, today’s homebuyers can make energy-smart decisions.
That is good news for quality-driven homebuilders, firms that work hard to
make their homes stand out in the marketplace.

W hen you see the E-Scale on a new home, you know that the homebuilder
has taken the time to rate its products using processes supported by the U .S.
Department of Energy (DOE).

Some builders go even further – taking the DOE Builders C hallenge. These
builders commit to constructing homes that are the best in the nation – homes
that rate 70 or lower on the E-Scale and meet criteria for comfort, quality,
health and safety. Look for the “Meets DOE Builders C hallenge” banner on
the E-Scale of these high-performing homes

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 

ENERGY

For more information, go to BradMarshallHomes.com and click on Green Building.

Brad Marshall Homes
1433 Grand Avenue Pkwy, Suite 100
P�ugerville, TX 78660
O�ce: (512) 989-9925
Fax: (866) 411-9124 

info@bradmarshallhomes.com 




